grazinginfo.com opens it. ulricx1@gmail.com and suport.organic@gmail.com are our two emails.
The one p is to save lots of numbers needed because support is so popular. Our office is at 37 Ellerslie
Ave, Chedworth, Hamilton 3210, NZ, Ph 07-853-7555. Our TSB Bank number for joining and paying
the optional donations to Grazinginfo.com is 15-3972-0008107-00 The joining and annual fee of $115
pa includes GST.
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The disastrous web site that we were conned into using for the last year has been most unsatisfactory,
because of the length of the joining page which they would not shorten. Only 12 joined in a year, so we
made it free, compared with 500 joining the two years before, when they were paying $200 a year, so we
have gone back to A1Design who do what we ask. This new system gives free access to all PDF’s and all
spreadsheets.
There are thousands of “Vaughan” web sites and emails so our new email addresses are
ulricx1@gmail.com or suport@gmail.com (Only one p because there are thousands with support).
A1Design designs a farmer friendly web site, called info@a1dezine.com phone 07-834-6666 in Hamilton.
I’m 85 so I would like someone to take over grazinginfo.com please. Last year I did it for no income
except a few donations, so will have to get income occurring before anyone will take it over.
We want an open-minded person, keen on modern, natural, profitable, organic farming methods, who
could fill this role, long term. It would be best if the person could also do agricultural consulting, because
many subscribers request help. See the PDF required and on farm consulting under grazinginfo.com which
can earn a good income. There are now 512 members.
Be warned that anyone earning, or aiming to earn commissions on sales of unproven junk, called
fertilisers to farmers, will not be considered. I believe in accurate, honest consulting, based on ryegrass
analyses which can’t be achieved when people get high commissions from selling useless liquid and soil
based items, that are not the best for farming. In fact, $12/tonne commission on fertilisers is a major cause
of farmers not being advised to apply enough lime (which costs only about $26/tonne), and because only
about half as much per annum is now applied in New Zealand.
In Australia, no one is allowed to pay any commission to a consultant of any kind. Here, it is, which is
bad.
Computers
On your Mac don’t open or do anything with the Library or Garage Band folders. They are part of the
computer operating systems, so don’t even change their name.
Turn your computer off at least once a month to let it get rid of bugs, or turn it off more often if it doesn’t
operate smoothly. See Computer> fonts > symbols> writing for more information.
Quit Mail, Pages, and all other applications in the dock that have the word Quit. When you restart, they
will reopen automatically.
A computer service company did the following to our old Mac that was getting slow * ran a full system scan;
* installed and ran an antivirus scan;
* enabled Real Time protection;
* disabled all the unnecessary startup items;
* disabled all harmful or useless programs and applications (apps);
* verified and repaired disk permissions;
* ran a mac-memory-test;
* repaired the keychain;
* cleared all unneeded logs;
* installed ad-block the internet browsers, to prevent pop-ups, advertisements, while surfing the Internet;
* installed all Updates;
* disabled and deleted unneeded toolbars.
They then wrote, your Mac OS is now updated and optimised. It is better to do these things than buy a
new computer. Please contact an expert if you are not satisfied with the running of your computer.

